
LET’S TALK ABOUT BACKGROUNDS 

Backgrounds seem to be a bugaboo in all mediums, and it’s no different 

with batik. So, let’s take a look at some of my paintings as I explain why I 

chose each specific background in these paintings.  I hope this will help 

clarify and also give you some ideas for your own paintings! 

Sometimes just the subject is enough!  Why not just leave the back-

ground simple, plain—a resting spot in the painting? 

You can even FILL 

THE SPACE with 

mostly subject. 

Then the back-

ground can remain 

empty. Like these 



Sometimes a totally plein background 

just doesn't do it for me. So, I often 

make up some loosey goosey shapes, 

wax them out and paint a darker 

wash around them to make them 

stand out.   

For the sheep, I drybrushed a bit of 

wax onto the background then 

washed light sky color over.  It gives 

just a hint of “it could be sky but I’m 

not sure”.  I like that!  

For both butterflies, I want a non-

descript background, too, because 

they are so busy themselves. So, I 

made up some “these could be 

leaves, but I’m not too sure” shapes. 

Waxed them out, then painted a bit 

of darker wash over them. 

It’s just right! It adds interest to the 

background without distracting 

from the butterflies. 



I have been known to get a bit crazy. Look at these examples. This look is 

not everyone’s cup of tea.  They are all very busy backgrounds, so they 

must be more muted (the shapes are close in value!) than the shapes in 

the subject or the foreground. 

Here I chose to just paint the background as I saw it in 

the photo—but muted the colors: close value and no 

white whites. 

Below, I made up the shapes for the background. Looking at it 

now, they rather remind me of a brain. Ha. Again, colors are 

not as bright as those on the poppies. 

  Above tulips,  I filled the big empty background 

space with a drawing from a cast shadow of these 

tulips! 
Not knowing what to do for this one, I decided to 

make a wallpaper-looking effect by waxing stripes.  

I’ve since used that idea a couple of times. 



CREATIVE ABSTRACTED SHAPES IN YOUR BACKGROUND 

I’ve saved the best for last.   This might be my favorite.    I love, love simplifying my back-

grounds with simple geometric shapes—or even pieces of something totally unrelated.  This 

is not for beginners, but thought I would show you anyway to whet your appetite for future 

batiks! 

NOTE THE GEOMETRIC SHAPES. I’LL POINT THEM OUT. 

 Remember that backgrounds should remain in the back-

ground, so these are usually very subtle. 

Look Closely 

Here I took the background design from a near-

by patio wall. Fun! 


